
INFLUENCE OF THE ATMOSPHERICAND OCEANIC CIRCULATION ON THE PLATE TECTONICSN.S. SIDORENKOVHydrometcenter of Russia11-13 Bolshoi Predtechensky per., 123458 Moscow, Russiae-mail: sidorenkov@rhmc.mecom.ruABSTRACT. The non-tidal irregularities of the Earth rotation are mainly due to the exchangebetween the angular momentum of the solid lithosphere and its uid environment - the atmo-sphere and the hydrosphere. This exchange occurs due to the moments of the frictional forcesand pressure forces pushing on mountain ranges. Special Bureau for the Atmosphere carries outthe monitoring of the exchange of the angular momentum by both the momentum approach (i.e.,by the evaluation of the e�ective functions of the atmospheric and oceanic angular momentum),and the torque approach (i.e., the evaluations of the torque resulting from the wind and currentstresses and pressures).Calculations of the friction and pressure momentum forces are performed for the entire Earthsurface as a whole. However, the lithosphere is cracked on a set of the lithosphere plates. Thelithosphere plates can move in the horizontal direction under the e�ect of the friction and pressure(acting on mountain ranges) forces. Therefore, when calculating the torque, it is necessary tocarry out the integration not only for the entire Earth surface but also separately for everylithosphere plate.The estimations of the orders of magnitudes of the atmospheric and oceanic forces e�ectingon a separate plate and of the stresses of the interaction between plates are given in this paper.The mechanical action of the atmosphere and ocean on the lithosphere plates is likely to be aninitial cause of earthquakes. The empirical facts which evidence for the bene�t of this conclusionare given.A mathematical model of the movement of the lithosphere plates under the e�ect of thefrictional and pressure forces is formulated. Two equations describing the horizontal movementof the plate's center of gravity and one equation describing the rotation of the plate around thevertical axis are used. The algorithm of calculation of the movement of the lithosphere plates isconstructed.1. INTRODUCTIONIt is well known that seasonal variations in the Earth rotation are determined by the redis-tribution of the angular momentum between the atmosphere and the Earth. When the momentof the atmosphere is increasing then the moment of the Earth is decreasing and vice versa. Thisregularity is well seen on next graph where the time series of the angular momentum of theatmosphere is compared with the time series of the angular momentum of the Earth (Fig.1).Thus, the non-tidal irregularities of the Earth rotation are mainly due to the exchange225



 Figure 1: The angular momentum of the atmosphere (1) and the angular momentum of theEarth (2).between the angular momentum of the solid lithosphere and its uid environment - the atmo-sphere and the hydrosphere. This exchange occurs due to the moments of the frictional forcesand pressure forces pushing on mountain ranges. Special Bureau for the Atmosphere carries outthe monitoring of the exchange of the angular momentum by both the momentum approach (i.e.,by the evaluation of the e�ective functions of the atmospheric and oceanic angular momentum),and the torque approach (i.e., the evaluations of the torque resulting from the wind and currentstresses and pressures).Calculations of the friction and pressure momentum forces are performed for the entire Earthsurface as a whole. However, the lithosphere is cracked on a set of the lithosphere plates. Theatmosphere and ocean are acting on the lithosphere plates, and only then this action is beingtransmitted to the Earth. What is the result of the atmospheric action on the lithosphereplates? Let's recollect, that under the lithosphere, there is a layer of the lower viscosity - anasthenosphere in which the lithosphere plates are capable to oat. Continents are frozen in to theoceanic plates, and they may passively move with them (Trubitsyn and Rykov 1998; Trubitsyn,2000). The lithosphere plates oat in the asthenospherical substratum. On the decade timescale, the lithosphere plates can move in the horizontal direction under the e�ect of the frictionand pressure (acting on mountain ranges) forces. Plates in motion under the action of thefriction stresses and pressure, which the atmosphere and ocean produce on the exterior surfaceof the plate. The viscous cohesive force with the asthenosphere on the soles and end faces ofthe plates decelerates their moving, but the exterior forces overcome this resistance. Therefore,when calculating the torque, it is necessary to carry out the integration not only for the entireEarth surface but also separately for every lithosphere plate. The moment of forces e�ecting onan individual plate, determines the vector of the movement of the plate.226



 Figure 2: Westerly atmospheric winds and oceanic currents have broken down lithosphere bridgethe South America { Antarctic Peninsula and have shifted its to the east by 1500 km. The colormap can be looked on the sitehttp://walrus.wr.usgs.gov/infobank/gazette/html/regions/ss.html.2. EVIDENCESA good example of this is the situation in the Drake Passage (Fig.2). Strong westerly windsdominate in the 40�{50�th S. They generate the powerful Antarctic Circumpolar Current (ACC)in the Southern Ocean. The South America, Antarctic Peninsula and the underwater lithospherepresent a barrier for ACC. Westerly atmospheric winds and oceanic currents have replaced thisbarrier downstream and have shifted this lithosphere bridge to the east by 1500 km. Thisprocess resulted in the formation of the Scotia Sea (South-Antilles hollow). It is bordered alongperimeter by the remains of the lithosphere bridge in the form of the South-Antilles ridge andnumerous islands, the arc of the South Sandwich Islands being the principal of them. This ridge,at the drifting in the eastward stream, has crumpled the oceanic lithosphere and has formed thedeep South-Sandwich trench.Let us present one more evidence for the bene�t of our hypothesis. The atmospheric circu-lation has a remarkable feature at the latitudes of 35�N and 35�S, the wind direction alters tothe opposite one. Easterly winds predominate in the tropical belt between these latitudes, andwesterly winds { in the moderate and high latitudes. According to this, the stress of friction onthe surface of the lithosphere is directed in two opposite sides. Therefore, the maximum stressin the lithosphere should concentrate near the latitudes of 35�N and 35�S. These bands shouldexhibit an increased seismic and tectonic activity. Really, in the Northern hemisphere, in thisband, continuous mountain ranges are extending through the Mediterranean Sea, Middle East,Iran, Pamir, Tibet, Japan and USA. Here, earthquakes and eruptions of volcanoes occur mostfrequently. In the Southern Hemisphere, the band of the sign change of the wind direction overthe water surface of the World Ocean. Therefore, the seismic and tectonic processes do notmanifest themselves.3. ESTIMATIONSNow let us estimate the order of magnitudes of the atmospheric and oceanic forces e�ectingon a separate plate and of the stresses of the interaction between plates. At the common227



wind velocity ( u = 10 m/s) the friction stress � on the surface of the plate is � = c�u2 =0:004�1:27kg �m�3� (10m �s�1)2 = 0:5 N/m 2, the area of the plate is � 2 �1013 m 2; therefore,the total atmospheric force e�ecting on a separate plate, is equal � 1 � 1013 N. Under the e�ectof this force the plate interacts with the circumjacent plates through the frontal contacts. Theinteraction takes place only at the sites of adhesion of plates, and the area of contacts may besmall. The total atmospheric force concentrates on this small area. Therefore, the stresses mayreach such high values ( 106�107 N/m 2), at which the discontinuity and displacement of platesfrom each other occur. The discontinuity triggers the seismic waves. Thus, the mechanicalaction of the atmosphere and ocean on the lithosphere plates controls relative movements of thelithosphere plates and can cause the earthquakes and volcanic activity.There is a substantial body of publications in which close correlations between seismicity andvariations of the atmospheric indices (Sytinsky, 1985), seismicity and uctuations in the Earthrotation (Zharov et al., 1991; Gorkavyi et al., 1994a, 1994b; Barsukov, 2002) are found. Ourhypothesis explains these correlations. The atmospheric and oceanic circulation is the initialcause of both the whole class of earthquakes and the variations in the Earth rotation. Notethat the variations in the Earth rotation are very small ( �!! � 10�8 ) and do not a�ect thegeophysical processes (Sidorenkov, 2002).Thus, the research results and observations con�rm the hypothesis about the movementof the lithosphere plates under the impact of the atmospheric and oceanic circulation on thedecade time scale. The total e�ect of the movement of all lithosphere plates is interpreted bygeophysists as the decade uctuations of the Earth rotation.4. MODELOur hypothesis can be mathematically described similarly to the Trubitsyn's model of themantle convection with oating continents (Trubitsyn, 2000).It is known that the motion of a rigid body is de�ned by the motion of its center of massesand by the rotation with respect to the center of masses. To deduce the di�erential equationsof the plate motion, we use the theorem of the movement of the center of masses of the plate:md�!V 0idt = �!F i; (1)and the theorem of the angular momentum:d�!H idt = �!L i; (2)wherem is the mass of the plate; �!V 0i is the instantaneous velocity vector of the center of masses;�!H i is the angular momentum of the plate; �!F i is the external force; and �!L i is the total forcemoment (torque), which is the sum of the moments qi of forces �j applied to separate elementsof the plate surface qk = "ijk(xi � xi0)�j : (3)The angular momentum of the plate may be determinedHi = Iil!l: (4)Here Iik is the moment of inertia tensor of the plate,Iik = Z �[(xl � xl0)2�lj � (xi � xi0)(xk � xk0)]dv: (5)228



Let us consider only the horizontal movement of the center of masses of the plate and itsrotation around of the vertical axis. In this case, the equations (1-2) are reduced to the systemof three equations: mdu1dt = Z Z (�p�1j + �1j + f1j)njds; (6)mdu2dt = Z Z (�p�2j + �2j + f2j)njds; (7)I33d!3dt = Z Z "ij3(xi � x0i)(�p�jk + �jk + fjk)nkds: (8)Here, xi are the coordinates of an arbitrary point of the continent; xi0 are the coordinates of theinstantaneous center of masses of the plate; �ij is the Kronecker symbol (equal to 1 at i = j and0 at i 6= j ); "ijk is the Levy-�Civita symbol, which is equal to 0 (if any two indexes coincide)or 1 (at an even transposition of indexes with respect to (1, 2, 3)) and -1 (if this transposition isuneven); p is pressure; �jk are the friction stresses of the atmosphere and ocean on the exteriorsurface of the plate; fjk are viscous stresses of the asthenosphere on submerged surface of theplate; nj is the unit vector of the outward normal to the surface of the plate; ds is absolute valueof an elementary surface area of the solid continent.Taking into account that: dx1dt = u1; dx2dt = u2; d'dt = !3; (9)we can, using the given magnitudes coordinates of the center of masses of the plate x1(t),x2(t), '(t) and values p(t), �ij(t) end fij(t), calculate the linear velocities u1(t), u2(t) of thetranslational motion and the angular velocity !3(t) of the rotation of a plate. Equations ofmotion (6-8) are necessary to write out for each plate.The model allows us to calculate the linear velocities u1(t1) and u2(t1) of the translationalhorizontal motion of the plate's center of masses and the angular velocity !(t1) of the rotationof the plate around the vertical axis. This is made using the values of the frictional �ij(t1) andthe pressure p(t1) forces of the atmosphere and the ocean and the force fij(t1) of the interactionwith the viscous asthenosphere, applied to the submerged surface of the plate, calculated for themoment t1. Knowing these velocities and initial coordinates of the plate x1(t1), x2(t1), '(t1) itis possible to �nd its position in the subsequent instant t2 = t1+�t: x1(t2) = x1(t1)+u1(t1)�t,x2(t2) = x2(t1) + u2(t1)�t, '(t2) = '(t1) + !3(t1)�t. Then, using new values �ij(t2), p(t2)and fij(t2), we calculate u1(t2), u2(t2) and !3(t2), and determine the position of a plate forthe following instant t3. The calculations are performed up to the �nal moment of time. Thetime step depends on the discretization of calculations of the friction and pressure forces of theatmosphere and the ocean.5. SUMMARYUnder the e�ect of the atmospheric and oceanic forces, the plates interact with the circum-jacent plates through the frontal contacts. The stresses may reach such high values (106-107N/m2) at which the discontinuity and displacement of the plates from each other occur, thattrigger the earthquakes. Relative movements of the lithosphere plates create the Earth's mainearthquake and volcanic zones.When calculating the moments of friction forces and pressure, the integration of the at-mospheric and oceanic forces should be performed not only for the entire Earth surface but229
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